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Intelligent 2-chamber food dispenser PetWant F7

PetWant F7 intelligent 2-chamber food dispenser
Ensure fresh food for your pet, even when you're not at home. The PetWant F7 smart food dispenser allows you to serve both dry and
semi-moist  food, and the ice bag keeps food fresh for a long time. Built-in timer allows you to schedule feeding times over a 48 hour
period - just set the interval and the dispenser lid will open when the time is up.
 
Plan your pet's dinner
Lockable lids,  a  bag of  ice and a built-in  timer mean you can plan your cat's  delicious meal  ahead of  time.  Just  fill  the compartments
before you leave home and set the time, and the dispenser will serve the food at the scheduled time. In this way you will take care of
regular feeding of your cat and the food served will always be fresh and attractive for your pet.
 
Two compartments for a balanced diet
The PetWant F7 food dispenser is equipped with two separate compartments with a capacity of 150 g each. The containers are suitable
for both dry and semi-moist food, allowing you to maintain a balanced diet. The lockable lids ensure that your pet's food does not dry out
or weather. Each compartment allows for independent meal timing.
 
Simple handling and easy cleaning
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The food containers can be quickly and easily removed from the dispenser and cleaned under running water. You can also wash them in
the dishwasher without any worries, which makes using the dispenser convenient and makes everyday life easier. PetWant F7 will work
well for owners of cats, but also small and medium dogs. The dispenser is equipped with an AA battery, which allows for about 6 months
of operation. Battery is not included in the kit. 
 
Brand
PetWant
Name
PetWant F7 Intelligent 2-chamber Pet Food Dispenser
Model
F7
Working temperature
0-50°C
Power supply
AA battery x1
Operating time
approx. 6 months
Capacity per chamber
150 g
Dimensions
284 x 73 x 242 mm
Material
ABS

Preço:

€ 31.00

Casa inteligente, Intelligent animal devices
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